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Gallup says polls give mood
by Tracey Jayne Thomps on
Pollster George Gallup Jr
discussed "The Mood of the
Americ an People" Tuesda y
afterno on as part of Wright
State's Artist and Lecture series.
Gallup said the reaction to
Presid ent
Gerald
Ford's
econom ic plan was only
"luke-w arm" and said he wished
that "views of the people were
not a good barome ter, because
most Americ ans predict a bleak
future."
Gallup said the cost of living
and unempl oyment were the
biggest worries Americ ans faced.
Gallup also noted a slight
upswing in religion , pointin g out
the decline in religion had
leveled off.
Gallup's polls, which are
underw ritten
in part
by
Ketterin g Founda tion, claim

those people preferri ng gas
rationin g
number 55%, as
opposed to 32% who favor
higher prices.
Preside nt Ford's popular ity,
accordi ng to Gallup, is at an all
time low. His pollster s have
discove red that the pardoni ng of
former Preside nt Richard Nixon
was disappr oved of by a 2 to 1
margin, and that Ford had
reached an "unpop ularity" level
in four months that Nixon
reached after four years.
Gallup said one reason for
Ford's unpopu larity was that
there was conside rable public
support for the man, but when
the econom y turned sour the
public "will take it out on the
man holding office" and cited
Harry
Truma n,
Dwigh t
Eisenho wer, and Richard Nixon
as exampl e of past presiden t

whose popular ity were low
during times of econom ic crisis.
Gallup said more people were
concern ed about the econom y
than about Waterg ate during the
time of Waterg ate.
"There are two schools of
though t"
on whethe r" on
whethe r a Preside nt should pay
attentio n to public opm1on
polls, Gallup said. One is that
leaders should not be slaves to
public opinion , but another view
holds that all leaders in a
democr acy should pay close
attentio n to surveys since they
reflect the vies of the people. "
Gallup said his polls indicate
that George Wallace, Ed Muskie ,
G.e orge
McGov ern,
Hubert
Humph rey, and Henry Jackson
are the front running Democ rats
for the 1976 Preside ntial race,
f Continu ed on D 31

. Georie Gallup defended his polling techniques Tuesda y ...

Ne som chosen as
com me nce me nt spe ake r
·Dr Lionel Newsom , Preside nt
of Central State University, has
been· chosen as comme ncenent
speaker fo r Wright State June
graduatio n ceremonies.
According to Dr Andrew
Spiegel, executive vice-president,both he and WSU preside nt Dr
Robe rt
Kegerr eis were
" f avo rably
impressed with'
(Newsom} as an educato r and as
a gentleman."
Newsom, who received his
do cto rate
at
Washin gton
Universit y in St Louis has been
President of Central State since
1972.

Newsom has been visible the
Past year as a leader in the fight
to rebuild- Central State after it
was devastated by last April's
tornado.
A list of five possible

comme ncemen t speaker s had
been submi tted
to
the
admin istrati on
by
the
Comme ncemen t commit tee, but,
said Spiegel, "the suggest ions
that were made were tentativ e
and we were late" (in looking
for a speaker ).
"We found out Newsom gave a
mid-year comme ncemen t speech
at Bowling Green which was
very well receive d," said Spiegel,
who added that Newsom was an
interesting speaker .
Wright State's comme ncemen t
will take place June 15 at UD
arena. The time is now set at
7: 30 pm, but accordi ng to Dr
Elizabeth Harden , co-chai rer of
the Comme ncemen t commit tee,
the possibility of moving it to
the afterno on is being explore d.

. .. While this Delman crowd listened, questio ned and smiled[ both
photos WSU Photo Services]

OSU revising calendar

WS U absorbing ene rgy cru nch

by Tracey Jayne Thomp son
Ohio State Univers ity, a victim
of the high cost of natural gas
and a reduced gas allotme nt, has
announc ed autumn classes will
start nearly two weeks ahead of
,,
by Libby Keller
When asked
about
any
the usual calenda r. Howeve r,
It feels great. I am quite difficulties she · may have in
Wright State, whose gas plight is
tleased," is what Etta Stearns assimilating herself
to the
not as despera te, will operate on
~d to say about her recent demand s of a Studen t Caucus
· its usual calenda r, at least for
victory in the Studen t Caucus member, Stearns
replied , "I
this year.
gladuate represen tative election . think the first few weeks
will be
Classes at OSU will start
"I' ve been thinking that
this is hard. However, I am asking for
Septem ber 16 as oppose d to
: great way for me to get in help from Dick Brinkm
an (her
their usual starting. date of
ouch with other graduat e preqecessor) and
the rest of the
Septem ber 29. Autum n quarter
~Udents ," Stearns added, "and member s."
classes will end Novem ber 26
~ill benefit myself as well
"As a neophy te in student
with finals
the week of
b use I feel I can gain input government at WSU
I expect it
December 1 to 5. Autumn
out the wants and needs of [Contin ued on page 2]
comme ncemen t will be on
"right State student s "
December 5.
.
Winter quarter classes will
- Remember, no school Mon day!
begin on January 5.

Stearns gra bs Caucus seat

-

!,

----~--~------------------

Glen Hess, Directo r of Utility
Service at Ohio State, said the
new calenda r "obviou sly helps
us in our energy consum ption."
Hess said people were wearing
sweater s to classes and that a
few people were using electric
heaters , but most people seemed
to be adjustin g quite well to the
lowered heat.
Ohio State's gas supplier ,
Columb ia Gas of Ohio, had
reduce d
OSU's supply
of
comme rcial natural gas by 40%.
Hess said OSU would also have
had a 55% reductio n in gas
supplie s for the months of
Februa ry
and March, but
Columb ia Gas had reduced the
Februa ry allotme nt only 4 7 .5%
and the March allotme nt by only
40%.

Hess said for eyery thousan d
cubic feet of gas that OSU
exceede d their allotme nt, they
would
be fined $10 per
thousan d cubic feet.
Dr Andrew Spiegel, Executi ve
vice preside nt, provost , and
treasure r said "our situatio n isn't
as
bad as Ohio
State's,
particul arly since Wright State
had save a "good deal" by
conserv ing gas and lowerin g
heat, in additio n to the fact that
the "winter has been warm."
WSU received 7 3% of their
allotme nt, based upon · their
1972 usage for this same period.
1972 is used as a base in
determi ning allotme nts as it is
the. year the freeze first
develop ed on gas.
[Contin ued on page 2]
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School absorbs ene rgj cruncli
[Continued from page 11
Spiegel said a calendar change
was just "something we haven't
dealt with at this point."
WSU's budget for this year
includes about one half million
dollars for utilities, primarily
electricity, oil, and gas. The
budgeted amount for next year
will be $719,000, a $200,000
increase.
WSU is heated by gas until the
temperatur e goes below 17
degrees at which time the
heating system automatica lly
switches to oil, which is more
expensive.
People have been "bringing in
space heaters and the electricity
bills are skyrocketin g," Spiegel
said. "Next year we will be
controlling electricity , and we
have methods of doing this."
Dayton Power and Light'~
supervisor of public information ~
Dal Foreman, said DP& L would
be penalized if Wright State
went
over their winter
allotment, since DP&L would
have to tap its summer reserves
to supply gas to WSU.
Foreman said Wright State will
be penalized 20 cents per
hundred cubic feet for the first
(up to) 500 cubic feet. After
that, the penalty is 50 cents per
hundred cubic feet for the next
2,000 cubic feet, and for excess
usage over 25,000 cubic feet a
$1 peanlty charge will be
assessed against WSU.
Foreman, who said the subject
of gas allotments was difficult to
discuss, offered an example.
Suppose Wright State was
allotted 250 thousand cubic feet
of gas for the winter heating
season extending from October
21 to March 21.
According to Foreman, this
would average out to about
50,000 per month. However, if
WSU used 240,00Q in four
months, it would l~ave only
10,000 for the fifth month. In
this case, Wright State would
have its gas cut off. However,
Foreman said, the University
would have been warned about
their excess gas usage long
before DP&L would cut it off.
Foreman said a good criterfon
in estimating gas usage between
a single individual and Wright
State would be that the average
customer uses 150,000 cubic
feet a year which includes
heating, a figure that breaks
down to an average 12,000 to
15,000 cubic feet per month.
At Ohio State, there is a big
push to conserve energy in the
dormitorie s. Dale Dunn, director
of the North Area Residence
halls, said the dorm directors in
conjuntio n with University
officials, have made several
cutbacks in energy usage. .
The North Area Residence
halls, which
include ten
dormitor ies with
34,000
students, have reduced lighting
ROME ( UPI)-The pilot of an
Italian airliner radioed the
control tower as he approached
Leonardo da Vinci Airport for
landing that a blood-stained
suitcase had been spott ed iri the
baggage hold.
Police turned out in force.
Inside the suitcase they found a
newly slaughtered lamb cut into
pieces for someone's dinner.

in hallways from three 180 watt .
bulbs to two 25 watt bulbs.
Dunn also urges students to keep
windows and blinds closed and
not using appliances such as
stereos when not necessary.
Dunn said study areas have
been reduced from three in
number to two, and that the
University is trying to maximize
the use of only one study area.
WSU's assistant director of
Physical Plant, Harold Shearer
said that iast year, WSU received

only 71% of their 1972
allotment, which reduced the
November fuel use of 79 ,330
thousand cubic feet ( ccf) to
56,376 ccf.
December gas usage dropped
from 113,408 ccf to 80,520 ccf.
In January, the allotment was
reduced from 79,876 ccf to only
56,711 ccf.
Shearer
said
February's
allotment went up to 77%, so
Wright State will receive 77% of
last year's 97 ,263 ccf usage.

r--- -Lo st and Fou nd-- --,
The Departmen t of Security and Parking services will
dispose of unclaimed items which have been turned into the
lost and found.
After a period of 90 days a list of all unclaimed items will
be published for three weeks in the Guardian . At the end of
this time if the items have not been claimed they will be
disposed of.
The Dean of Students Office has coordinated the plans
for disposing of the lost items. Speech Class 131 Social
Action Group will be conducting an auction of lost and
found items on February 28, 1975 from 9 am to 4 pm in
the Allyn Hall lobby. This group plans to purchase a
newspaper stand and newspapers published by various
universities around the country, from the profits of the
auction.
Items of low monetary value will be tagged or priced and
larger items of higher monetary value will be sold by silent
auction with a written bid. The bids will close at 3: 30 pm
and the one with the highest bid may pick up their
purchase between 3:30 and 4:00 pm.
Please check the list and if you feel an item belonging to
you is listed, you may come to room 241 Allyn between
8:30 am and 5:00 pm Monday through Friday and on
further identification claim the item.
Lost and Found Items
39 gloves, men's
2 ball gloves
52 gloves, ladies'
16 notebooks
25 mittens
29 textbooks
8 knit scarves
7 manuals
7 ladies head scarves
7 assorted books
2 mufflers
1 eye glass in case
7 neckscarves
baseball socks
1 7 ladies' hats
earmuffs
8 men's hats
1 man's tie
3 caps
1 ladies skirt
3 tams
1 knit stole
13 Terry cloth bath towels
1 chain necklace
7 pairs of ladies' shoes
1 thermos bottles
3 pairs of men's shoes
1 hairclasp
10 sweaters, ladies' and men's 1 ID bracelet
6 jackets
1 basketball
6 men's swimming trunks
1 plastic ball
3 pair men's shorts
1 medalion
3 ladies' belts
1 change purse
7 pair of eye glasses
1 attache case
5 pair sun glasses
1 cologne bottle
7 rings
1 electric pencil sharpener
6 earrings
1 china coffee mug
4 cigarette cases
1 teaspoon
3 ladies watches
1 denim knapsack
2 men's watches
1 overnight kit
2 hair brushes
1 rosary
4 contact lens
keys and key cases
1 contact lens case
2 slide rules
2 costume jewelry pins

Fraternity Brothers
of

Phi Kapp a Tau
would like to wish a

Happ y Valentines
to our

Sorority Sister s

I

It looks as if one person is praying that the University is offering the
courses she wants Spring quarter. [Allen Wilganowski Pb.Qlti

Steams grabs Caucus seat
[Continued fr~m page 1]
will take a month or so to get
accustome d," she added.
Stearns said her main
aggravations around campus are
"parking and lighting in the
parking lots. "
She also
encourages all graduate students
to voice their views on specific
problems directly to her. "I feel
this is a good way to find out.
student opinions on issues," she
said.
About forming personal

policies on issues, Stearns said,
"I may not agree with each
argument that is presented but l
will certainly try to be as
open-minded as possible. "
Stearns also had a com ment
for Caucus-Guardian relations.
"I feel there is real potential for
great things if Student Caucus
could cooperate with the
Guardian in promoting some
really important things. I think
cooperatio n is the key to gettini
things done."

Recycle

this
Guardi an

Student insurance

-Insurance rates may rise in switch
by Tom Snyder
The Wright State Insurance
committee has recommende d
that Guarantee Trust Company
of Iilinois be given the contract
for the student
insurance
program.
If approved
by
the
administ ration,
rates for
individual students will rise from
$11.15 per quarter to $15.50.
The comr.nittee received three
bids on the program, after they
sent out requests for bids to 20
different companies.
Blue Cross drew up an
alternate plan for individual
students only for $13.56.
However, Blue Cr.oss did not
.quote any bids on student and
spouse, parents and children, or
student only and children.
Guarantee Trust bid · $36.50
per quarter for student and
spouse, $64.50 for student,
spouse and children, and $43.50
for student only and children.

.Mutual of Omaha bid nearly a
dollar per quarter higher than
Guarantee Trust, but bid lower
on premiums covering more than
just the student.
Lionel Proulx, chairer of the
Student Insurance committee,
said Guarantee Trust was chosen
over Mutual of Omaha because
of the Illinois firm's lower price
for student only insurance, and
because of its written promises
concerning the administratio n of
the program.
Mutual of Omaha refused to
back down from its requirement
that students who do not want
student insurance must provide a
written statement proving that
they are ·already insured.
~ 'Guarantee
Trust's written
promise and lower quote seemed
more useful than those offered
·by Mutual of Omaha," said
Proulx.
Proulx cited the losing return
to the insurance companies

~~~Ask us_____.....~~
Are there plans for another Wrightstock this spring;
hope so! I'm a freshperson and I've never been to a rock
festival before.
Currently, there are no plans for ai::i outdoor rock festival
similar to Wrightstock, which was held Spring, 1971. The
University Center Board is sponsoring a concert March 9
featuring REO Speedwagon. The Center Board is also in the
process of negotiating for a major concert to be held during
Spring Quarter.
I am a gay student. I notice that "there is a gay lib group
on campus. How can I join?
The WSU Gay Liberation is currently inactive.

which previously offered student
insurance at WSU as one reason
for the increased costs to the
students.
The rate increases are due also
to the 12 percent inflation rate.
Proulx said the · Guarantee
Trust's figures are "probably"
designed to make a 4 to 5
percent profit.
According to Proulx, after
negotiations with the university,
Guaranteed Trust agreed to
loosen up their coverage on
automobile accidents because of
WSU's being a commuter
college.
Proulx said
Blue Cross'
proposal
only
included
hospitalizatio n while the other
two
bids
covered
non-hospitali zation as well.
"Nothing in the program will
change," said Proulx, as far as
benefits and administratio n.
He added that Guarantee Trust
assured the committee in writin«
that claims would be processed
within two to three weeks.
Proulx, who is also manager of
the office of insurance .and
-employee benefits, said his
office will continue to "keep·
track of claims to make sure
they'fe paid correctly and
promptly."

"No·w let me think is it that. ya can 't add water to sulphuric acid or
'
•
I
vice versa? '' {Charles Williams photo]

Gallup claims polls give peoples' moo d

[Continued from page l]
Gallup also s~ggested the GOP Literary · Digest, which used
change
its name
with the Alabama governor
to
the sheer numbers in its polls.
''Repbulica n-Conserv ative"
currently holding the popularity
Gallup said his polls helped
party to attract the majority of put the Literary Digest out of
lead.
I'm interested in being on a -committee ·such as Budget
persons who describe themselves b u s i n e s s
However, Gallup said people
d u ring
the
Board. How can I apply?
as conservative.
who admit they are members of
Roosevelt-La ndon
presidential
Student appointment s to university committees are made
In its 40th year, Gallup polls race. Literary Digest predicted a·
the GOP were recorded at their
by Student Caucus. You may pick up a committee
show that drinking is at an all Landon victory while Gallup
lowest level since 1940, but that
application form at the Student Caucus Office in the 033,
time high, that smoking is on the chose Roosevelt.
more Americans than ever
University Center. Any one of the caucus representativ es
upswing
despite cancer warnings,
claimed
Gallup, however, said it was
they
were
can provide information about committees which currently
"conservative ."
and that a "sexual revolution" is his poll's worst prediction as
need students.
The Republican's "image is
in progress. Gallup said · 68% of they were off by 6.8% in
not likely to improve until the
the
populatio n
favors predicting
the
final
vote.
"Ask Us" will appear once each week. Questions for the
electoral system is overhauled
unmarrieds living together, as However, they were off only 1%
colum n may be submitted to the Dean pf Students' Office
and reformed," Gallup said.
opposed to about 40% five years . in
predicting
how
wrong
in 111 Millett or placed in the Guardian box outside the
Gallup also said that people· ago.
Literary
Digest
would
be.
Millett cafeteria. All questions must be signed. Students
were "turned off by politics" in
Gallup said his polls were
Gallup uses geographical units
should include their student numbers. Faculty and staff are
the last election and that, in an
representativ e samplings, even when determining wtrere a p_?ll
welcom e to submit questions also. Questions are researched
unusual ·twist, educated people
though small (1,500 persons are will be run and said the direct
and answered by the Dean of Students' staff, and do not
stayed .away from the polls, a
inverviewed for every subject
cost of an average poll is
represent the opinion of the Guardian.
. reversal of the genera.I trend.
polled). In contrast, he cited the $30,000. He also said that if
r----------:---...,.-~---~,....~----------------------"'P"I--,....~Gallup Polls interviewed 10 ,000
persons a week, it would t~ke
500 years to get around to
everybody in the United States
to interview them.

. . .-....,_..,.

Florida Citrus :Wee k
week of Feb 18 thru 21

In the Center Cafeteri a, Rathskeller, Allyn Hall
'Free prizes & free 5 lb bags of fruit
to be given away. Get your tickets at any food

THE

Great Skate

(

1.

/

service cashier stands
Drawing will be held Feb 21; time to be announc ed

1· •

it's twice as much fun!
• Open -Skating on twin
rinks (ice & roller)
• ice & Roller Skating
Lessons
• Private & Fund-Raisin g
Parties
For more information , call

433-2116

ARA Slater

·--·
~
Rt725
12 mile east of Dayton Mall

- , 1

\\ \ I \

tdtar dion

OP IN IO N
Rhodes roll .on

And the continui ng saga of Governo r Rhodes'
roads rolls on. This time, our preciou s gov
is putting a road bond issue on th~ ballot in
June.
Accordi ng to Rhodes, this bond issue isn't
a new tax because the people will be voting
for it. This stateme nt is avoiding . the issue,
and a false twisting of facts.
With today's . economy , only an ignoran t public would vote for a new tax on such a useless
activity - the building of more highway s. Ohio
already has enough highway s. We don't know of
anyone who has had trouble getting to
Cincinn ati from Dayton because there was no
· highway . You can't drive over 55 anyway, so
what's the use?
If Rhodes wants to create more jobs , there
are a hundred other, more useful jobs for the
people to do than building roads. There are a
hundred better uses for a new tax, such as
educatio n and governm ent subsidy of new pollution control s.
We feel, just like no tax is good tax, that
no roads is good Rhodes, or, perhaps even
better, no Rhodes is good roads. Rhodes'
bedding down with the highway lobby proves he
0

~ust

be some

~ind of~

politic al pervert .

Africans free now

Except for occasion s like the Mau-Mau
:uprisin g and the Congo crisis of the 1950s
and 60s, American attentio ns are wont to
stay away from the contine nt of Af £i~a.
Indeed, many America ns have ideas about
contemp orary African life that aren't far
removed from Edgar Rice Burroug hs.
However , had we been paying attentio n for
the last two decades , we might have noticed
that Africa has for the most part been
relieve d of the Europea n colonia l yoke, and
has been making economi c, industr ial and
politic al progr~s~. Often not grea~ progres s
but progres s neverth eless.
An example is in the nation of Mozamb ique.
After a decade of fighting the anti-co lonial
Frel irno, Portuga l has decided to pack its
things and go home, but not before training
some of its former guerilla enemies of some
of the intricas ies of ~elf governm ent.
Perhaps this training fo: self governm ent
will avert the,'b16o dshed evidence d in the
Congo a decade ago, but it is indicati ve of
the changin g form of Africa to a group of
nations who will decide their own destini es,
rather than recievin g their destinie s from
Brussel s or Lisbon.
WAIT A ...... UTE •
WMO'C TM•S
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'DON'T APPLAUD ! JUST THROW ROYALTI ES AND HONORA RIUMS!'

Salsblurbs

The great committee mugging
Committee s, whatever one
The trick in picking up this/ with the list. Not dignified
thinks of them, are a way of life kind of con game is that it enough for Wright State,
or
at most American Universities, doesn't differ radically from the some such.
and
Wright State is no legitimate functioning of a
Finally late , last week word
exception. But for committee s committee. Given things as they came that the names had been
to function effectively they have are, administrat ive objections are rejected. Not really rejected,
to be taken seriously by the going to have to be dealt with actually, just ignored.
We
people who establish them and a n d
o c c a s i o n a l l y weren't told the names were
are going to receive the results of recommen dations may be unsuitable, and why, bu t
that
their efforts.
legitimately rejected, although I another name had been chosen
What happens too often is the think the incidence of legitimate (remember those con games
I
use of these committee s to front rejections is quite low. This mentioned) .
for, legitimitize , or rubber stamp subtle difference has to be
I have been told that what
(pick . your phrase) decisio_ns picked up in subtle ways, in happened
was
that t~
administrat ors want to make.
little twists and nuances that tell committe e selections wl
The way things are at WSU the story.
indeed considered unsuitable b!
(condition s vary
at other
This primer in committee Dr Andrew Spiegel, executivi
universiti es)
administra tors, politics is an introductio n to the vice-presid ent, either b e cau~
especially the biggies, still have story of what just happened to they were unknowns or
theli
the power to say what goes. the WSU
Commenc ement availability wasuncerta in.
These days, however, it is politic committee .
Additional names were asked
to let students 'have a voice.' If
The committee was established for, but the committee was not
there is no intention to take that at the start of this quarter to get reconvened . Instead a list
wa~
voice seriously, then a con game a grl;lduation program together.
compiled by one of the
is being played. It's a variation One of the little details, we
c o - c hair er s
of
the
on the one that is played on thought (I was a member), was commence ment commit
tee, Dr
faculty (they also 'have a voice'). t h e
s e 1e c t i o n
of
a Elizabeth Harden. These names
The game can be an interesting commence ment speaker.
were forwarded to Spiegel bul
one to watch, but it isn't very
After kicking the idea around
the same problem alleged!)
useful from a student's point of ,and tacitly deciding there should
remained the time was late.
view. If the
committee indeed be · a speaker, the availability of any particular
recomme nds
what
the committee
put
together a
speaker uncertain, so when it
administrat ion wants the game is suggested list. We had been given
(wonder of wonder!) becaml
won immediatel y
(isn't
it . no guidelines, and so assumed
known that Dr Lionel Newsom.
wonderful, student voices are our able judgement was trusted,
President of Central State
being followed) ..
a disastrous assumption .
University was available, he
If the recommen dation aren't
Five names were selected, to
became the logical choice.
shaping up quite right, a second be f orwared to President
My reaction to all this ii
phase ensues. Word will come Kegerreis, and the selections
unprintab le even by the
)Jack to the committee of were women. This being the
Guardian's
liberal standard~
administrat ive 'reservation s' and "year of the woman," it seem
My reaction has little to do wit~
'objectio ns'.
What
the appropriate to have a female
the actual speaker chosen, it'I
administrat or ·wants is subtly commence ment speaker. Perhaps · just that the reasons given
for
introduced into the discussion. a little pop, but we felt it was
the decision strike me as pure
"Comprom ises have to be made legitimate,
and many able
bunk. As far as I'm concern~
is the rallying cry. • If the women were available as
I've been conned.
committee still can't be jollied commence ment speakers.
The administrat ion decid~
around to the right point of
The five were: Ella Grasso, when the committee was for!ll~
view, the victory isn't total, but Governor
of
Connecticu t; and conveyed no sense .
the "student voice" is heard and Marian Anderson; Jacqueline urgency (like a time _deadline).~
regretfully rejected.
Gannon, President of Hunter choosing a speaker, wh~
Committee s are established College in New York; Shirley nevertheles s was the first th!~
and while they are busy Chisholm, Congresspe rson from· the committe ever did.
deliberating, the decision is New
York
and former
If time was that urgent, tbl
made and the committee 's ideas presidentia l candidate; and Suzy committee - could have been
sidetracked neatly into oblivion. Sharp, chief justice of the North
reconvened and a new name 01
(Ex-preside nt Nixon was - a Carolina Supreme Court (the
names recommend ed in a daY:i
master at this trick. He first woman supreme court chief
two. We weren't even given. 1~
established blue-ribbon panels, justice).
courtesy of being told by spie~
and if he disliked their
For a week there was silence.
why the names were unsuitabe
recommend ations he appointed Then "unofficia l" word filtered
· ~
They were good selectiod'
'
-a new panel or just ignored back that a certain "high
excellent, except from Spieg ·
them.)
administra tor" was unhappy
[Continued on p 5]
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0h the games administrators play

11
.

To the editor:

[Continued fro m p 4]
point of view, which is to rrie of
little importance since it is
students who are graduating and
should have some say in who
speaks at commencement. Don't
tell me Spiegel was rescuing the
committee from our own
incompetency, a favorite ploy in
explaining why a committee's
work gets rejected, because we
submitted a list of names
quickly and if there was urgency
the names could have been
checked out with
phone calls.

To the editor:
I would like to comment on
ARA's food service. Although
much bad can be said about it I
would like to give my insights on
the problem.
A) Food Quality-ARA uses
either standard quality or above
standard quality food. But
through poor superv1s1on it
often will make too much too
far
ahead-thus a
cold
hamburger and soggy french
fries.
B) Prices-yes .ARA has set
them high- but
remember
reading in earlier issues of the
Guardian where ARA lost
money due to high rent. If the
university is charging high rent To the editor:
When President Truman's term
then prices must be high to
of office terminated, in 1953, he
cover it.
C) Arby's Roast Beef vs
returned to his modest home in
ARA's Roast Beef-It's an unfair
Independence Missouri by
comparison-Arby's beef comes train-I assume that he paid for
in blocks of processed beef-in
his own RR ticket.
other words it's not the best
When Preisdent
Nixon
quality beef around-it is cooked
resigned, in 1974, he returned to
in ovens for four hours then
his sumptuous San Clemente
sliced and sold. The reason ,A estate; ·he was flown to
Arby's beef is so tender is California in Airforce 1; the
because of chemicals, processing
plane used by Presidents while fa
and a lot of other weird things office. The question now is:
that the beef goes through
"Who is to pay the tab?"
before it gets on your bun. It's
The contrast is evident, eg: On
processed crap.
Truman's desk, in the White
And
for
processed crap the prices are
House, a sign which read, "The
naturally lower (but the profits Buck Stops Here"-While in the
White House, Nixon was heard
are higher).
D) ARA has both bad to say: "I have nothing to hide."
management and employees. Truman spoke his mind freely;
Nixon?-He lied.
We've heard enough about
management so I'll focus on
S Beaty Tanner
employees. The employees at
To the editor:
Wright Station would never
. At the beginning of this
make it at McDonalds. They are quarter (while I was in a
slow, inefficient with time, and
generous mood) I decided to
care little about whether ARA
buy a parking space for my car.
lives or dies.
You see, I figured that if I
What ARA should do is scrap
bought this space I wouldn't
most of its Wright Station staff need to keep
the car in my
and replace them with those room,
·or have the hassle of
perky high school kid$ you see parking
in Kalamazoo , Mich.
in McDonalds. According to
So I spent my hard earned
Time magazine the turnover at $7 .50 and
bo ught a dorm
McDonalds is every 6 months.
sticker. To make a long story
T he reason why is the reason of short, I had my
car, my sticker,
their success today.
a little booklet o n how to use
Running a good fast food the facilities, but
no space. I had
service is hard work, having to no fucking space to
legally
watch prices, labor, quality and
park!!
a host of other items. But also
Well, since there wasn't a
it's good money if it's done space, and I richly deserved
one,
correctly. Working at McDonalds I parked in the metered zone. So
is a bitch, working with ARA is along with my dorm sticker, I'm
just another job. And this is now in the possession of two
where the biggest problem lies parking tickets. Now if they had
for ARA," they are afraid to fire told me that I had no space to
employees who don't work and match my sticker I would have
thus they get a bad reputation paid my parking tickets right
for food.
then, but the tickets don't get
I do think that unless ARA paid unless I'm given a space.
makes some hard promises about (Who am I fooling?)
changing staff-including some
So I'll tell you what I'll do, to
of the deadwood from Saga,-it make it easy for those who have
should be invited to let a made it hard for me I propose
McDonalds
or
Wendy this compromise : You can
Hamburger take its place at refund my $7 .50 plus $150 for
Wright Station and let it keep damages (to my car and my
the University Center Cafe, but mind) and $150 for fraud or you
thi~
with a Pizza Hut in the can leave well enough alone and.
Rathskeller.
let me keep my car where it is.
Eric Wagnor In other words get off my damn
case.
tme or
Complaints against the Guardian may be addressed to our
I hope
have made myself
daYO! office in room 046 of the University Center or to our
clear.
faculty
advisor, Gene Eakins.
•en the
Steven Jacobson
Spieg~
If the complaint still desires action, he may request Dr
To the editor:
1 itabl~ '4llan Spetter, chairer of the student publications
I've been putting it off long
~ctiO~ BUb-committee, put the complaint on the sub-committee's
enough but the elevator
pieg~~ Qgenda. The sub-committee will decide future action on the
complaint.
situation is _getting worse
·

Mr Snyder's evaluation of my
actions o n the Academic council
is, of course, an example of how
the insufficient knowledge can
lead to misleading and harmful
conclusions. It is demeaning to
the Student Caucus members to
insinuate that they would enter
into a "deal" with me in
exchange for my vote. It
impugns their integrity to
ascribe such behavior to them or
tome.
I happen to support the
Student
representation of
Promo tion and
Tenure
committees.
However, I felt that it was
contradictory to the Academic
council to allow students to
participate in P & T decisions
while eliminating non-tenured
faculty from the important
decisions concerning the future
of their
departments, the
University and the students.
Seco ndly, I do not personally
believe that a student in the
University P & T Committee
level is a very meaningful act
given its present structure. I do
favor giving Colleges and
Departments the option to allow
1
students and the even more
e lowly
non-tenured faculty
re members
to participate in
Promotion and Tenure decisions.
I voted in favor of this motion
with some serious reservation
because of the position of
u'!\\enured faculty.
The decisions of the Academic
council has resulted in the
separation of the academic
ii'! oommunity into three factions:
µ~ ten ured
faculty , untenured
ieu faculty and students. At the
present time it is the untenured
ed faculty who have lost their
nOl "right" and stands in the nether
wa1 world of this University.
the My "ambivalence" about the
he student motions rests on my
D1 own personal reservations as well
mes as those of the members of my
bul departm ent
who previously
edli voted to have students on t heir
late. Promo tion
and
Tenure
:ula1 comm it tee-a
motion
I
n ii introduced. My own view is that
:am! the o ptions of who should
sorn. P&rticipate in these Promotion
)tate and Tenure committees should
he be left to the descretion of the
Colleges and departments.
is is The article,
once again,
tilt lllanifests Snyder's difficulty to
lard~ deal with facts or understand the
with nature of what it means to have
t, it's a free exchange of ideas and
n for varying opinions. His intolerance
pure renects the difficulty of making
ern~ lhis University function as a
. ~ for.um ~or ideas and exploration.
?c1d I ftnd his attitudes to reflect the
>rm~ lery spirit he deplores. ~
;e .
Edward Levine
.ne) in
Chairer, Art Department
which

Nor will I buy that there was
enough time to make the
decision from scratch (a favorite
pastime of Spiegel).
The committee was given no
guideline, no timetable, "no
nu thin'." But when the
committee tried to do its job
· t

b ·

d

h d
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administrators are going to · play
games, then they should stop
wasting everybody's time.
I am sick of these endless,
ridiculous, petty games.

Frank

Salsburg,

who

is

. b , rumored to be the only student

m 0
emg an we a a JO ! in WSU history to be offered
done on us.
tenure, makes great Chinese
If the administration is going cuisine,
terrible
basketball
to establish committees, they predictions, and is managing
should take them seriously. If editor of the Guardian.

to

everyday and I think it is time junkyard? I'm talking about the
some inconsiderate people wake whole campus. Completely aside
up. For the past three weeks or from the juvenile idiots who
so I, along with numerous other paint rocks (at least I can avoid
"physically limited" students, that one by using a different
have been from five to twenty entrance) the place looks like
minutes late for the majority of the big metal birds from WPAFB
my classes due to the fact that shat on their way over to the
the elevators are being used by base.
people who just don't require
I'm sorry, but I find no
their use.
aesthetic appeal in great heaps of
The problem is one of acute rusty metal. If there were some
laziness. I realize 'that there are symmetry or form to them (like
people with heart and/or the geodesic jungle-gym a
respiration difficulties and that practical demonstration of the
due to these problems they interaction between iron and
require use of the elevators. oxygen in the presence of
However it is hard to believe water). I did consider the
that half the WSU populus are possibility that someone was
afflicted with heart and/or attempting to cure the ground of
respiration difficulties
anaemia, but rejected it on the
It angers me so much when I grounds that it would be easier
want to get on an elevator for to put Fe in with the fertilizer.
class and I hear an able bodied I'd say fine. But I'm still not
student say "I have to ride the sure whether one article I saw
elevator or I'll be late for class." was compliments of the "Arts
I have this weird phobia that I Dept" or the construction crew.
would like to be punctual for
And
as
for
a certain
classes also. I'd be willing to bet "sculpture." which was supposed
the ranch that if this able bodied to be the high point of an
person were to use the stairs exhibition during the first play
they'd be even earlier for class. Fall quarter, well, it would make
It got so bad one day (six a dynamite drive-in movie
wheelchairs were waiting on the screen. Artistic license I will be
second floor) that my fiance had happy to grant you. But artistic
to get on the elevator, ride it up licentiousness is where I draw
and down just to keep people the line.
May I respectfully suggest that
off so that the six wheelchairs
could reach their destinations. the "Arts" Department and
It's bad when people have to whoever is in charge of campus
forcibly be kept off.
"beautification" re-align their
It's easy to get two chairs into thinking.
Has anybody
an empty elevator so today an c o n s i d e r e d ,
for
elevator came, containing a chair instance,repainting
the
and about seven people. I water-tower to look like a tree
thought I might get on with or a mushroom? How about
little difficulty if the person in using the sides of the buildings
the chair could have moved over as great canvases, and voting on
about four inches but she what designs should be used.
couldn't. There was someone on God knows the CAC could use
the elevator making themself something
besides
"useful" by pushing the "door jaundice-yellow concrete. How
open" button so po.or little old about the Student Lounge?
me wouldn't get squashed. I Instead of using colours that
realize the good intentions but if experience in interior design has
she wouldn't have been there in shown tends to make people ·
the first place the problem leave, why not do something
would nev~r have existed. As. a that people stay? After all, if it's
result I didn't "fit."
a
lounge, it should
be
I just wish that the lazy people comfortable and enticing, a'la
who use the elevators needlessly Rathskeller, rather than a
would find a surge of energy ·in fast-lounge service, like the
themselves and use the steps so Wright Station fast-food service.
that those who do need the
With all the talent around
elevators, would use them and WSU (and there is some if you
get to class on time. Just try an1d know where to look, contrary to
have a little consideration popular belief), why not use it
folkies . . . OK.
instead of the pseudo-talent that
Harv H Pennekamp, Jr holds the ascendancy?
Phillippa Alderton
To the editor:
This is just a note to bitch
about the WSU junkyard. What
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Continental strikes again
by Bob Zeid
Wright State's Victor Welles is
in the Continental Army and
they didn't even have to draft
him. Welles, affiliated with the
Montgomery County Historical
society, gathered with three .
other students Monday morning,
in Millett, all dressed in the
colonial garb of Colonel
Anthony
Wayne's
4th
Pennsylvania Battalion. "Mad
Anthony"
organized
the
battalion in 1776.
Although
most of the
attention was focused on the
muskets student Gary Carmony
explained in times of battle, the
bayonet was the most important
piece of defense. "The musket
was almost just a handle for this
(bayonet)," Carmony said.
Robert Bauer. . said the ranks
had to be close in times of
firing, receiving an attack or
charging.
"Formations were
close because these guns weren't
too accurate and when receiving
a charge, they'd stand shoulder
to shoulder with bayonets out.
It was like a picket fence."
The muskets are accurate from
50 to 100 yards whereas rifles
are accurate from 100 to 300
yards, Carmony said. Rifles have
grooves cut in the barrel to spin
the bullet, adding stability to its

trajectory. All four firearms
were muzzle-loading mus~ets.
Thr~ of them were flintlocks, in
which a flintsone stuck the flash
pan with gunpowder. The
explosion of gunpowder travels
through a small hole in the
barrel adjacent to the flashpan;
igniting the powder inside the
barrel. Carmony demonstrated
the process on a replica .o f a
french style .musk.et, 7 5. cal. The
musket balls were made- of lead,
slightly
smaller
than a
jawbreaker. Loading takes from
20 to 60 seconds.
The fourth musket was a
percussion piece, in which. t.he
hammer strikes a spot of powder
on a hole above the barrel,
igniting the powder below.
Percussions
became
more
popular towards the end of the
war and into the 1800s,
Carmony said.
"It's a misco nception that our
troops fought behind rocks and
trees," Bauer said. ·"In the
Contine!'ltal Army, they did
everything in unison and if you
ever broke ranks, that's exactly
where they'd break through. It
took a lot of nerve to just stand
there and receive an attack or
charge into a fence of
bayonets."

New Yorker takes 8¥2 hour tea break
BUFFALO, NY (UPI )-Frank
Rice dawdled over a cup o f tea
for 81h hours the other day. Now
he's in trouble because of it.
Rice , 32, walked into a
Buffalo restaurant at about 2: 30
pm Wednesday and ordered the
t ea. Then he sat. And sat. And
sat.
" He kept saying he would
leave as soon as he'd finished," a
waitress said in court papers.

R ice was still sitt ing at 11 pm.
Finally, the night manager asked
him to leave. He refused. The
manager called a policema n.
The policeman asked him to
leave. He refused.
Rice
pleaded
inn o cent
Thursday to a charge of refusing
the reasonable request of an
officer. City
Court
Judge
Rudolph John set trial for Feb
14.

Phi ~appa Tau
would like to welcome its
new brothers

KEITH BYERMAN
FRED DEYHLE
MIKE FEELY
RICK JOHNSON
MARTY LEWIS

RICK ULRICH
TIM QUAYLE
MAC ROBERTS·
JACKSHARDO
MARK STURGEON

Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
- Terminated By Licensed Physicians
Immediate Arrangements
will be made with no hassel

Archaeology
Dr Bennie Keel , Assistant
Professor in Anthropology
will discuss the developing
program in North American
Archaeology at Wright State
in a noon presentation of the
Liberal Arts Lecture series on
February 19 in room 361
Allyn.
Keel's subject will be
"Salvage Archaeology at the
Nowlin II site, Tennessee ."
The talk will be illustrated
with slides from the WSU
field school in archaeology's
investigations in
the
Normandy reservoir southeast
of Nashville, Tennessee.

Graduate Student Community
The . Graduate Student
Community is an association
for all graduate students
.formed last winter 197 4 to
act as a liason between
graduate
stude..nts, the
faculty,
and
the
ad ministration. The first
general meeting of 197 5 will
be held Friday , February 14
in - rooms 041, 043 and 045
on the lower level of the
University Center from 2-4
pm. Free beer will be
provided for the first
anniversary celebration of the
organization. All graduate
students are invited to attend.

New Nexus
The new Nexus is on sale at
tJ;ie Bookstore, at the Nexus
office in the basement of the
University Center adjo ining
the Rathskeller or at the
Nexus booths. Price is 50
cents.

ROTC Basic Camp
Wright State University,
Sinclair Community College
graduates and University of
Dayton students completing
their sophomore years can
become eligibJe for the
advanced Army ROTC course
by attending a special
six-week pro gram at Fort
Knox , Kentu cky.
St udents tak ing t he summer
program will be paid at the
rate o f · $344.10 per month
for the six weeks of training.
In addition, while at camp
they will receive free room
and board and reimbursement
for transporation to and from
Fort
Knox.
If
they
succes.c;fully co mplete the
accelerated su mmer program
and are admitted to the
advanced course, they will
receive an allowance of $100
a month .
Since a limited number of
women can be accomodated
at the 1975 camp, the cut-off
date for women is March 1.
The cut-off date for male··
applicants is May 1. Those
interested .in enrolling for thesummer program should call·
Co~n~
Billy Smtth ~
_ 229-3326/3327 or write the
Profes.sor of Military Science,
University of Dayton, 45469.
He will be interviewing
prospective candidates for the
summer program until April
1, 1975.

News
Shorts
Placement Correction
The Mason Local Schools
are looking for elementary
school teachers.
It was erroneously listed in
the Office of Career Planning
and Placement's monthly
recruiting schedule that they
would be interviewing fo r a
staff accountant.
They will be on campus
recruiting Tuesday, February
18. Sign-ups begin Mo nday,
February 10.

Camp us Valentine Mailbox
Friday is the last to send a
valentine t o someo ne through
the Delta Zeta Campus
Valentine mailbox.
The
mailbox is located in the
University Center. Price for a
valentine card and postage is
five cents.
Delta Zeta is also holding a
bake sale Friday.

UD Colloquim
Connie
Carroll
from
Northern Kentucky college
will
speak
on Moral
Development in Children and
Adolescents 3: 30 Friday,
February 28, in room 310 of
Kennedy
Union at the
University of Dayton.

BOOKSTORE

CLOSED
Saturday (February 15)

Sunday (February 16)

and Monday
Starting at $125.00
For your convenience open even on Sunday morning

FEBRUARY 17th

CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERV CE

PRESIDENTS' DAV

2

' Law Schools
Today from 10 am to 12
noon , in room 465 Allyn
represen t a ti v e s
fro~
Cleveland State University
School of Law and Case
Western Reserve University
School of Law will talk with
students in terest ed in
applying to either school.
Anyone wishing to talk with
both or either o ne separately
may do so by calling the
Center for Law and Graduate
School Advising at extension
1275.
Black History Week
Central State University
will be celebrating Black
History week tonight at 8 pm
with a fashion show, poetry
reading, karate show, "Black
Truth" and a University
dance group in the Union at
CSU .
Tomorrow , at 8 pm, t here
will be a Pan-Hellenic forum
in the Union. The week will
end
w ith a
University
extravaganza in the Union
which will include bowling,
pool, dancing, a movie and
playing cards.
All events are free and open
to the public.

Scholarship
The American Production
and In ventory Con t rol
Socie t y is o ffering two
$ 300 . 00 scholarships to
Pro d ucti on Mana ge m ent
majors for the 1975-76
school year. Applications
may be o b tained fr o m
Gordon Co nstable at 467B
Allyn and must be returned
by March 25.

Spring Quarter Registratiort
Early registration for spring
quarter is February 10-March
7. Students may register by
mail or in person. Students
will be billed by mail . Fees
must" be paid by March 19.
This type of registration ends
March 7.
Students may register in
person (no mail registratio n)
March
10-19
at
t he
Registrar's office, 145 Ally n,
Monday through Thursday,
8: 30 am-9 pm, Friday, 8: 30
am-5 pm. Fees must be paid
at the time of registration.
(After 4: 30 pm, payment is
by check only.) This type of
registration ends March 19.
Wednesday, March 26, is
open registration. Students
must register in person, 10
am-7 pm. Registration begins
in Millett. Fees must be paid
at time of registration. .
March 31-April 4 is late
registration. Students must"
register in person (no mail
registration) at the Registrar's
office, 145 Allyn, Monday
t hrough Thursday, 8: 30 am-9
pm, Friday, 8: 30 am-5 pm.
Fees must be paid at the time
of registrat ion. A $10 late fee
will be charged. Last day to
register is April 4 .
C l a sses begin Monday,
March 31.

Many cats'
meows
occupy lab

Enarson asks pay hike
CO LUMBUS
(UPI)-Ohio
State
University President
Harold L Enarson Friday
proposed salary increases of up
to 14 per cent for university
facul ty
and administrative
professional staff for the
1975-76 school year.
Enarson told the OSU Board
of Trustees meeting here Friday
that half of the increase would
be made across the board to all
affected university employes and
t\\e remaining 7 per cent would
beawarded on a merit basis.
Enarson said the pay increase
wc.uld require substantial cuts in
other areas of the university
budgets.

TD.e OSU president said the
budget squeeze meant there
would be "no money to invest in
new or expanded programs."
, The seven per cent available
for merit raises would be highly
dependent
on
increased
appropriations from the Ohio
General Assembly, he said.
T h .e
7
p er
c e n t
across-the-board pay hike would
mean an overall increase of $5
million in salaries and an average
per person increase of $980.
About 5,500 full and part time
employes would be eligible for
the pay raise.

by Julie Clark
If you are walking through the
tunnels under Oelman hall and
hear an agonizing scream, don't
be alarmed, it's only a cat.
Only a cat? The Psychology
department of WSU has around
ten -cats, separately. caged , in one
of those laboratory rooms, to be
used for experimental purposes.
The experil]:lents involve mostly
observance of behavioral
patterns, with one of the
processes being similar to that of
a
human electrocardiogram
(EKG).
In the other "authorized
personnel" rooms in the tunnel,
you cah find · hampsters, rats,
mice, and more mice (some used
to feed the other animals),
,guinea pigs, various forms of
opposums, and a few rabbits. All
these animals are a part of the
Biology department and for the
most part are taken care of by
laboratory animal technician
Mike Dulaney and a -few student
workers.

NEWS FLASH i In Feb of 1975 Sigma Phi Epsilon starts its
"Little Sis" programlGirls mass for the Parties
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Golden· ·Hearts
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1 Feb 18, 1975
University Center in
Room 041 from 7:00-8:15

2 Feb .20, 1975
University Center in
Room 045 from 7:30-9:00
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"We mostly
handle the type of anesthesia was used and
animals," said Dulaney, which so on, have to be recorded and
includes
feeding,
observing, sent in. Dulaney said these
(especially the pregnant ones) ~ standards
are
important,
and the inevitable cleaning. "especially since we are a new
Dulaney also makes sure that the University."
The present location of the
animals are kept in stock
because each biology graduate laboratories is not an ideal one
student is required to perform as the rooms were formerly used
some type of experiment and he for storage, but were slightly
has to make sure the animals remodeled to fit the needs of a
lab. There will be new facilities
they need are available.
All experiments are performed in the biology building of the
with the perspective of how they new medical school complex.
relate to humans, said Dulaney, Hopes of formi ng a simulated
possibly making them seem a bit tropical jungle are in the plans,
more
natural
less barbaric. One professor is to off er a
doing cancer research with a environment for some of the
certain type of guinea pig in the animals.
lab.
Wright
State
has
the
There are no mass murders of distinction of being the first
animals Dulaney said, as they are Un iversi ~'
to
have
North
often confronted with such American opposums mate in
questions from passers-by in the captivity, Dulaney said, adding
tunnel.
that it was quite a struggle.
The cats were obtained from
the Humane society, as they
lingered on "death row." They
were put in cages at WSU,
COLUMBUS (UPI)-The state
named and treated with sho ts. _Public Welfare
Department
The cries one might hear are started a toll-free food stamp ·
cravings for attention, said information
hotline
here
Dulaney, adding that
the Tuesday so people can find out
experiments are not done in that who qualifies for food stamps.
same room.
"As more people are becoming
"If people are so · worried eligible for food stamps this
about what goes on in here, they hot-line will eliminate much red
ought to go to the humane tape for many 'borderline'
society and see what goes on," applicants," Welfare Director
Denver White
said.
"The
Dulaney suggested.
There are many government information received through
standards concerning
these the hot-line should be enough ·
experiments that, according to for an individual or family to
Dulaney, have to be _ met, determine if they should apply
involving a lo t of paper work.. for food stamps."
Whit e said the toll-free hotline
Facts such as; how t he a nimals
were used, how many died, what number is 1-80 0-282-1190.

Food stamp

Make ,a Record
on Karbro Recordings

II

Come to a party & find out what a

..

"Little Sis" of Sigma Phi Epsilon is!

------~~---- ""·
Fred Roth - 426-9111 Room 220 WSU Dorm
Bill Rigney - 878-4558 Fairborn

Best Sounds for less
$350.00 per thousand 45/rpm
studio time included

Hear the Bluegrass .Special
on Karbro Recordings
See Them at the Dry Dock Lounge
Town & Country Shopping Center
Call Joe Karns 878-9711
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Waiting for Godot

Humanistic characters key
by Vickie Hodson
As I sat comforta bly in my
seat watching the Friday evening
productio n of Waiting for
Godot, a most uncomfo rtable
feeling came into my mind that I
was missing somethin g in the
play. Perhaps it was lack of
knowing exactly who Godot was
or why Vladimir (Richard H
Andrew) and Estragon (Mark
Keely) were waiting, but it
seemed that many others in the
audience shared my feeling.
Waiting for
Godot first
appeared in 1954, and since that
time has been widely scrutinize d
and analyzed as to what exactly
Samuel Beckett intended or did
not intend for us to understan d.
One common theory is that
Godot represent s God. Another
relates Godot to death, as if
Estragon and Vladimir were
merely passing time in their lives
by waiting for death.
A third angle involves the
nickname s that the two old
tramps have given each other.
Vladimir and Estragon refer to
each other as Didi and Gogo ,
respective ly, througho ut the
play. The general idea has been
that their use may inf er some
relation to the Id and the Ego of
psyrholog y sh.. Jies.
Support of ~ hlS third idea may
be found in iuoking at the
personali ties of Gogo and Didi.
Estragon wa'S obviously the more
basic of the two. He was the one
who showed a sexual interest in
Lucky (Nancy McDonal d), the
slave of Pozzo (Ralph Leach).
He related to the Id.
Vladim ir
was
more
represent ative of the egoist. He
was much more expressiv e of his
ideas, openly philosoph izing
about life and himself. Vladimir
seemed to be above openly
showing his sexual feelings
toward
Lucky.
He almost
seemed hesitant to acknowle dge
her presence as a woman.
Interestin gly enough, however,
the part of Lucky is traditiona lly
played by a man.
This last fact lends itself to
director Alan Yaffe's sentiment s
toward the play. As he expressed
in the question and answer
discussion following the play ,
the
product ion
was not
primaril y
concerne d with
portrayin g the symbolic meaning
that Beckett may have intended.
The primary concern was to
focus on the very human
qualities of Gogo and Didi and
their actions as they wait for
Godot. Whoever and whatever
Godot is is irrelevan t.
Confusin g as the play itself
may have been, the acting
talents exhibited by Andrew and
Keely were indeed excellent.
The intensely human qualities of
their
parts
came througn
beautiful ly.
Yaffe views the. play as one of
the great works of the 20th
century for several reasons. "The
character s are rich , full and
co mplex," he said in the
discussio n. "The language is
stunning and dramatic. It is a
very humanist ic play," he added.

0 ne
participa nt in the
audicence asked if the play
related to existentia lism. Yaffe
felt it did, the underlyin g
concept being that the universe
is meaningless and there is no
pattern of being. In other words,
we make up life as we go along,
which is what Gog and Didi were
doing.
One may only speculate as to
what Beckett intended for us to
obtain from the play. While at
times it did seem to drag, the
interplay of comedy and drama·
made for an interestin g evening.
Concentr ating on the character s
rather than on the symbolism of
the play was difficult but crucial
in getting the most from the
character portrayal s.
Waiting for Godot is definitely
not a play for the very prim and
proper. It contained ·several
controver sial moments dealing
with Vladimir' s "problem ,"
which involved a certain social
disease and the pain associated
with having it. At one point the
thought came to mind that

°Vladimir and Estragon might
even be homosexu als, but this
did not seem to be the case.
The overall productio n was
very
good.
Again
the
profess ionalism
of the
productio n staff came through
althoug h
the
set
was
uncomm only
simple. The
supportin g actors may also be
commend ed for an excellent job
in their character portrayals .
Both McDonald and Leach put
themselve s totally into making
their parts realistic and their
work definitely paid off.
Waiting for Godot is not a play
for everyone. However, a major
help in experiencing the full
impact of it is to have an open
mind. Don't try and understan d
it totally. Don't try to figure out
who Godot is. This will only
hamper your enjoymen t of the
productio n. Concentr ate on the
humanist ic qualities of the
character s and you'll have a
much better feeling when you
come out of the play .

-

Ella Fitzgerald sings art to Dayton
by Nathan Schwartz
Last Thursday night, at the
University of Dayton arena, one
question
that had been
bothering me for awhile was
partially anwered. "What is art?"
is the question. Ella Fitzgerald is
the answer. Ella appeared with
the
Dayton
Philharm onic
orchestra and her performa nce
was the closest thing to perfect
the audience ever heard.
After
the
Orches tra
entertain ed the nearly 3000
people with what conducto r
Paul Katz called "pop music,"
Ella took the stage.
Saying she would sing "sing
some old songs, some new songs,
and we'll sneak in a little jazz,"
she began slow and easy with
Gershwin 's S 'wonderful. The
audienc e
apprecia ted the
standard and Ella, true to her
word snuck in a little jazz. She
slid up and down notes as no
other jazz singer could do. Ella
was feeling out the audience
with the opener and when she
found the midwest was not
hostile to jazz, she began to
cook.
The titles are insignificant. She

sang Porter, Gershwin, Ellington ,
and even I've Been Working on
the Railroad. Her treatment is
the most important element.
Each syllable was special. Each
word was caressed by Ella's
special embrace. The type of
loving embrace that is a result of
forty years of caring for and
working with her craft.
You'll excuse me if I get a
little flowery. I was in awe of
her the first time I saw her last
July and after Thursday night, I
absolutel y worship her. As I
said, it was the closest thing to
perfect I've heard in a long time.
Ella's specialty is, of course,
scat. She added a new twist in
singing scat to a bosa nova
number. A call and response
with her drummer was the
highlight of the evening.
When she was through, the
crowd came to its feet. She came
back for an encore and
performe d How High the Moon ,
complete with the traditiona l
scat that made her the "first
lady of song." Another ovation
and another encore. This time
Carole King's You've Got a
Friend. She added the personal

touch by improvising a ling of
"Ella's got a friend in Dayton
and Dayton's got a friend in
Ella." A shout of "right on!"
and she was gone.
Every evening it seems has its
bummers and this was no
exception . There is a sign on
Broadway in New York that
challenges actors, "If you think
you 're good, try playing
Dayton ." We
have
the
reputatio n of being one of the
worst towns for an audience in
the country. The audience
Thursday night lived up to that
reputatio n. The solos were not
acknowl edged,
the
vocal
calisthent ics of Ella, subtle but

MIDW EST PRESENTATIONS
Koboco Enterprises and UCB
presents

REO SPEEDWAGON
Special Guest Stars
FROM ENGLAND

MAN

. Happy Valentine's Day To:
Zeta Tau Alpha Kappa Delta Chi
Delta Zeta

Sunday, March 9, 1975
Wright State University Gymnasium

Spm

Phi Mu

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Xi Delta

from

Sigma Tau Epsilon

apparent, were for the most
part, unappreci ated and the fi nal
blow occurred when Ella, after
two encores, was taking her
bows and the lights came on and
the audience began to file out
while she was still onstage. I
found that to be the ultimate in
bad taste. When a performer
gives as much as Ella gave and
has consisten tly given for t he
last forty years she deserves the
courtesy of being allowed to
accept her accolades.
Ella Fitzgerald proved to t he
Dayton
fans who
could
appreciat e the title that she is
still the " first lady of song."

Tickets:

$3.5 0
$4.5 0
$5.0 0

WSU Students

(Must show valid ID)

General Public

Day of Show
Tickets on sale at WSU University Center Candy Counte r,
Forest Record Shop, both Gold8nro ds, Cheshire Cat-Brow n
Street, Sears Downtow n.

Flicks

Welles will be honored tonight
by Vernon Scott
HO LL YWOOD (UPI)-Or son
Welles, the movies' first real
maverick director, was acclaimed
a genius and a scoundrel
simultaneo usly with the release
of his first film, Citizen Kane, in
1941.
The scoundrel part has faded
and o n February 1 7 he will be
honored on a national telecast,
The American Film Institute
Salute to Orson Welles.
Because Citizen Kane was
generally accepted to be an
account of the life of publisher
William Randolph Hearst, all hell
broke loose.
It was not shown in many
cities for years. Controve rsy
surrou nds the landmark · film
even today. Welles was oni'y 26
when he made the picture.
He had established himself as a
misch ief-maker in 1938 with his
radio broadcast of The War of
the Worlds.
His news-type approach had
listeners streaming into th2
streets, fearful that Martians had
invaded the earth. The young
genius loved the notoriety .
Welles follows the late director
John Ford and Jimmy Cagney as
the third recipient of the AFI
Life Achievem ent Award. Ford
and Cagney were safe bets,
revered
within the
movie
industry and by the public.
Welles is a different breed.
Charlton Heston, chairman of
the AFI board of trustees the
past four years, will be making
\'ne presentat ion to the beefy
director-ac tor.
"I've
made 45 movies,"
Heston sa id on the eve of Welles'

Recor ds

big night, "and I don't think
anyone . would quarrel with the
opinion that Orson Welles has
the greatest talent of all movie
directors.
"Not that talent is all of it.
I've worked with DeMille, Wyler,
Stevens, Olivier and Peckinpah ,
but Orson owns the store on
1 pure talent.
"He has the capacity to make
his actors think every scene,
every line is tremendo usly
importan t. Believe me, that
takes talent."
Heston co-starred with Welles
in Touch of Evil 1957, which
Welles also wrote and directed.
"In 1956 and again in 1972 a
poll was taken to determin e
which was the best motion
picture ever made," Heston said.
Citizen Kane won both times.
"Orson doesn't have a huge
body of work as did Ford and
most of the other great
directors. But as the first of the
real independe nts his pictures
were qualitativ e rather than
quantitati ve.
"Orson was asked how he
prepared to be a director. He
answered that he ran films for
three weeks watching the
masters-J ohn Ford, John Ford,
John Ford."
Film purists acclaimed his
work
on The
Magnifice nt
Amberson s, The Lady from
Shanghai , along with Macbeth
and Othello.
A
man
of
Falstaffi an
proportio ns himself, Welles has
appeared in more pictures, 60,
than he has directed, 20. Perhaps
his
most
memor able
performan ce aside from Kane

T hough
occasio nally
Fogelberg 's harmonies supersede
the melody his ability to blend
usage of vibes, percussion, moog,
piario, organ and guitars portrays
a more than average musician.
The title cut is an elegant waltz
tuned to failing memories that
lie unreconci led in the past.
Sou venirs characterized a similar
plaintiveness that also appears in
Changing Horses, The Long Way,
Song From Half Mountain and
most elegantly in There's a Place
in the World for a Gamble. It is
in ·this song, There's a Place in
the World for a Gamble, that
Fogelberg utilizes his sensitivity
and vocal dubbing to the most
aesthetic advantage.
Other ballads on this album
seem to have been influence d by
Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young
Prototype s. As the Raven Flies
Portrays the reminisce nce of
Ohio in a "\\'.'arning of attractive
but false desires. While Morning
Sky with the help of Al Perkins

Books

Frighte ning, helpful ana enjoyable

by Joan Hanauer
One Just Man by James Mills
(Simon & Schuster, $7 .95
hardback)
In the crowded courts of many
major cities, a practice known as
"plea bargaining " has become
the indispensable weapon of
lawyers and
the district
attorney's office.
Under the system, a defendan t
pleads guilty to a lesser charge
than the one for which he was
arrested and is rewarded with a
light sentence. No one likes its
constant use,
except
the
criminals who manipula te the
practice to win easy freedom.
In this novel, a lawyer for the
Legal Aid society in New York
City-the "one just man" of the
title-conc ludes plea bargaining
has ruined the American system
of justice beyond repair. He
on b:rnjo, is · the only bluegrass
decides to wreck the system in
rocker on the album. the hope that its replaceme nt
will be · stronger, more efficient
Souvenirs utilizes the quality
and just.
of engineering that makes it
His method is simplicity itself;
appeal to the senses of the
he persuades his numerous Legal
listener. With Illinois Fogelberg
Aid clients to demand their right
overdubs so elegantly that in the
to a trial. Prisoners stream into
process of the
song
he
transform s his voice into a city jails, overtaxin g alreaciy
crowded facilities. The system
studio choir. This is also true in .
topples quickly, almost too
(Someone 's Been) Telling You
quickly
for
the reader's
Stories where the influence of
credibility.
Joe Walsh comes through more
clearly than in any other cut on
the album.

~souvenirs'
by Connie Buchenro th
Souvenirs , Dan Fogelberg 's
second album is an expose of
overdubbi ng with instrumen tal
and vocal harmonies. Produced
by Joe Walsh, Fogelber' s ballads
del iver an elaborate mixture of
both acoustic and electric guitars
and keyboard s playing into
sometime s haunting tex tures.

was his 1949 role as Harry Lime
in The Third Man.
"I suppose the choice of
Well es for the award may be
considere d unusual in some
quarters," Heston said. "But it's
nice to reward mavericks now
and then-they 're valuable."
Heston explained a committe e
of trustees including producers
Ted Ashley, David Brown, and
Director Billy Friedkin had
selected Welles for the honor
which was approved by the AFI
board.
The 90-minute televised award
program CBS will be hosted by
Frank Sinatra and include
appearanc es by Joseph Cotten
who worked with Welles in the
old Mercury Theatre days, Ingrid
Bergman, Jeanne Moreau, Jack
Lemmon and Natalie Wood.

is a delight

Fogelberg, who compose d all
the songs on the album, also
integrates a type of reunion of
some of the best musicians .
Accompn aying
Fegelberg
is
Graham Nash of Crosby, Stills,
Nash, Young; Don _Henley,
Randy Meisner and Glenn Frey
of the Eagles; and Gerry
Beckley.
In Souvenir s ,
Fogel berg
succeeds elegantly in creating a
haunting dreamwor ld of musical
sensitivity, whose engineeri ng
and
lyrical
qualities
are
dependen t. Fogelberg utilizes
vocal quality as simply as it is
necessary to his music. His
message is clear and process of
revealing his musicians hip is
more than delightful to any
listener.

The result is chaos. A riot
breaks out in the city's major
prison. The police and firemen
call strikes. Armed vigilantes
roam the streets. The, the city's
people begin to flee.
The calamities pile one on
another with rising tempo but
rarely seem improbab le. The
author, who wrote Report to the
Commiss ioner, has set the scene
well in descriptio ns of the courts
and of the people who work and
are judged there.
One Just Man has the power of
a pile driver and the pace of a
racing police car. Its comment
on the state of justice in
America is frightenin g and·
importan t to the future of our
cities.

the
much-tou ted
joys of
promiscu ity and knock elements
of the "sexual revolutio n."
Over-all, a sensib!e, helpful book
that rates a wide audience .
Th~
Co mies,
by
Jerry
Robinso n
(Putnam ,
$15
hardback )
An enjoyable , fact-filled romp
through the history of comics,
the strips that for decades have
provided daily entertain ment for
millions .
The
author,
a
writer-c artoonis t,
1i berally
includes charming examples of
the genre in its evolution over
the years. This is a bountiful
collection with wise discussion s
and observati ons that will please
mightily any fancier of the
comics.•

The Pleasure Bond, by William
H Masters and Virginia E
Johnson (Little, Brown, $8.95
hardback )
In some ways this is a
debunkin g of the "sexual
revolutio n" of which so much
has been written in recent years.
In this, their first book directed
at the general public, the ~uthors
of Human Sexual Response talk
about the importanc e of a
couple's commitm ent to each
other, of the need for mutual
satisfactio n. They downgrad e

GIVE

Be ver age Do ek
BEER, WINE, and PARTY SUPPLIES.
·Open 8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week
868 Kaufm an Ave

Airwa y Billia rds
Airway Shopp ing
Center
in the rear

OPEN 11 am DAILY

BLOOD
FOR CUPID.
$10 per dohation
for your valentine .
Plasma twice a week. Or
whole blood every 8 weeks.
Mon.-Sat. Free Parking

~blood alliance

11'18 -6324

It's a woman~ right to make
her own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential · No fee.
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·Raiders stroke past Toledo
Consist ent Phil Rinehar t
stroked his way to first place
finishes in the 200 yard medley
and the 100 yard breast stroke.
The vital wins helped the Raider
men's team to defeat the
University of Toledo 61-52 last
Saturday afternoo n at WSU.
Dennis Bellett of Stebbins
turned
in an inspurn g
perform ance to help support
Rinehar t. He scored 209.55
points in the one-met er dive and
203.0 in the three-me ter event.
The tankers finished the
regular season with .a 3-4 slate.
They will now prepare .for the
division II championships of the
NCAA to be held at Cleveland
State University on March
20-22.

Barbara Woodrow will lead the
women swimmm ers into this
weekend 's Ohio state meet at
Youngstown State University.
The Raider ladies could pull
some surprises up north as many
of the teams may overlook WSU
consi~ering this is our first year
of intercollegiate competi tion.
Coach Stam Bulugaris and his
Raider grapplers have really
taken it to their opponen ts
lately. The second year wrestlers
are- now 10-7 after struggling
Anderson College 31-13 last
weekend.
Perhaps the most pleasant
surpris e
has been the
performa nce of Mark Gerhard in
the 134 pound bracket. A WSU
cross-country runner in the fall.

by Dave Stickel

Gerhard was expected to win
many of his matches from an
enduran ce standpoi nt.
So what happens? He has just
went out and leveled his three
latest victims by pins. When
you 're hot Yb\! 're hot and the
10-7 Raider grappler has indeed
been impressive the last week.
Other Raider winners were
Rob Taylor, Paul Bargo, Dennis
Cleary, Chuck Wray, and Terry
Mohr. The versatile Mohr,
performi ng as a 177 pounder
one time and a heavyweight the
next outing is now 15-7. WSU
will travel to Bowling Green this
weekend. The Falcons crushed
the Raiders last year 4 7-6.

Debate-by-tape .

Debate team wins ma tch ·
Wright State's debate squad
won its . first debate-b y-tape
contest as sponsored by Black
Hills College of South Dakota.
''This contest is a very unusual
situation " in that it allows for
national intercollegiate debate
transmit ted via audio tapes, 'said
James Sayer, Director - of
Forensic s.
Beginning in late Septemb er
and
culmina ting in early
January , the contest centered on
tlie affirmat ive and negative
sides
of
the
curren t
interc ollegi ate
debate

-- --- ---- FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1970 VW Bug,
automa tic transmi ssion,
AM-FM, good ·condi~ion,
reasonab le. 890-3962. 2-13-4
FOR SALE: 1958 Yamaha
350. Excellen t conditio n.
Comes with 2 helmets and
extras.
$425.00 Phone
859-788 4. 2-13-6
1966 VW stayon wagon.
Good conditio n. 298-561 9.
2-13-2
FOR SALE: miscellaneous
darkroo m equipme nt-small
3 5 mm
enlarge r, trays,
developi ng tank & reel, some
chemistr y $30. Also Russian
made 2 1/.ix2% twin lens
camera $50. Call Mary
767-779 1 Tues or Thur
morning s. 2-13-2
FOR SALE Great Lakes
mobile home, complete ly
furnishe d, asking $2800, one
or two bedroom , call Zane
859-489 7. 2-13-2
1972 OLDS Delta 88 Royal.
PS, PB, air, AM-FM stereo,
4-door, brown· with tan vinyl
top. $2400. 29~~5747. 1-27-6
1967 OLDS Cutlass, 4-door,
good conditio n. New brakes,
$450. 298-574 7. 1-27-6

GRAY PERSIAN lamb coat.
Excellen t«>ndition. 25 years
old.· Cost $1,000 will sell
$1 .. i; 890-382 1. 1-30-6

topic-resolved: that the .p ower of
the Presidency should be
significantly c~rtailed.

quite pleased that Tom and
Steve were able to go
undefea ted," said Sayer.

Tom Stevens on,
junior
economics and speech major,
compete d for WSU on the
affirma tive,
defeatin g an
opponen t from _Dana College of
Nebrask a. Steve Weiser,
freshman political science major,
debated on the negative,
defeating a participa nt from
Southwe st Texas College.

This weekend, the debate
squad travels to Ohio University
in Athens, to participa te in the
Ohio University "1804" Debate

"This marks the first time that
W SU
has entered
this
debate-by-tape contest, and I am

3 INCH screen television,
house car batteries $100.
Calcula tor-squ are roots,
reciprocals, memory , etc $30.
See Dave in 339 Fawcett .
2-6-6

---- --- --- -ROOMS

FEMALE ROOMATE needed
to
share
3 - bedroo m
apartme nt in Ketterin g.
$80.00 plus utilities. Need
immediately. Call 226-550 5
or 226-5508 from 8:00-5:3 0
Monday thru Thursda y. 2-6-3
FOR RENT 15 min from
WSU, one bedroom apt $75
plus 1h utilities. Liberal
atmosphere-very. 1 or 2
people, children welcome .
Call Rick 275-2373 2-10-2
H 0 USE TO
rent-..-4 -6
stude nt s-i mm e di ate,
summ er,
or
fall
terms-in dividual s or groups.
435-078 4 after 6. 1-30-8
HOUSE FOR sale-DD area,
$900 down-$ 131 a month.
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8
NEED 3RD friend , male or
female, to share oJder house.
Large yard. l/z mile from WSU
on Col Glenn. Pleasant, quiet,
liberal atmosphere. Rent $38
month plus utilities. Call
Marty 426-3284 after 5: 30;
or ext 638.Mon/Wed. 2-6-6

----- -- --- -HELP WANTE .D

wANTED:

HELP working on
REO
Speed wago n
concert- 298-090 5. 2-13-2

tournam ent. Schools from
througho ut the midwest will
participa te in the event Friday
and Saturday. WSU is expected
to debate late Friday morning
until Friday evening,
and
Saturd ay
mornin g
and
afternoo n.

Ads

HELP TO ASSIS T
handicapped student. Need
someone to write what I
dictate and to drive on
weekends. Have extra room if
person wants to live in. 20
minut es from WSU.
233-6231. Prefer female but
will accept male or female.
tfn
BLIND PROFESSOR needs
voluntee r readers; recent
america n fiction,
near
Lyndon and Smithville.
252-0102. 2-13-3
URGE NT!
NEED
h el p-t u tori ng.:......CS470.
Knowle dge of simscrip t
essential. Missed classes due
to sickness. Now must catch
up. Will pay reasonable fee.
Call 252-1243. 2-13-2

·-- ------------RIDES

--

-

RIDE NEEDED to Wayne
and Wyoming from WSU
after 11 pm. Call 256-704 6
after 5, ask for Fred. 2-6-6
NEE D RIDE from WSU after
5 MWF, after 4: 30 TTh, to 5
blocks from Hanes & Dayton
Xenia. Call Barbara 426-4~07
after 6 pm. 2-13-4

ANY STUDENT desiring a
ride to WSU on Wed 5: 30 to
9:30 or Thurs 7:00 to 9:00
for library work or class,
please keep this number on
hand. Gayle, S37-022 0 or
837-170 1 and leave message.

Last Saturday was a big day of
IM sports as the swinning
tourney was held following the
men's varsity meet with Toledo.
Team laurels were snatched by
Joe's Bar in the men's division
who defeated runner-u p Phi
Kappa Tau 52-28.
AAAS, Missy Mosely won the
50 yard backstro ke and placed
second in the 50 yard breastro ke
to lead AAAS single handedly .
John Huber of Joe's Bar
smashed the old WSU swim
record of 1: 21.1 in the 100 yard
individual by almost 14 seconds.
In the women's 50 yard
breaststr oke the record _was
lowered by 7 .1 seconds when
Karen
Elliott swimm ing
unattach ed stroked in at 35.5.
Elliott was a triple winner as she
swept the 50 and 200 yard
freestyles to become the day's
outstand ing aquatic perform er.

The fast moving sport of
handball must not appeal to the
women of WSU as none entered
the champio nships that finished
last week.
Paul Pushkar
defended his men 's singles title
successfully by defeating Bob
Haver in the finals.
It's time for you Handsome
Johnny Baron's, Maurice the
Magnificent's or Shiek's to start
training for the March 1st IM
wrestling tournam ent. Trophies
will be given to individua l and
teIDn winners and no entry fee is
required.
Each person will be
automati cally entered at the
weigh-in between 11-12: 30 pm
in the men's locker room, and
the matches will start at 1 pm in
the main gym. Copies for the
general rules are available at the
check out counter in the men's
locker room.

Sto re receives thre at
DESERT HOT SPRING S,
Calif (UPI)-S tore owner Robert
Eberhar t thought nothing of it
when an elderly custome r asked
if he could leave a package at the
store while he made a bus trip to
nearby Palm Springs.
Severa l
minute s after
66-year-old Morton Dullman left
the market and boarded the bus,
Eberhar t received a telephon e
call. A man told him a bomb had
been planted in his store.
Eberhar t evacuated the store
and called an Army bomb squad

-------- -- -LOST

A~m

FOUND

REWARD 0 FFERED for
informa tion leading to return
of TI calculator. Lost in
Fawcett , Room 401 on
Monday
27. Call Gary
859-810 2. 1-30-6
._.

_______
MISCELLANEO UB

--~--THE
WEA THER
undergro und claims credit for
the bombing of NCR. I want
to wish· a happy 1st
anniversary to Tania in SLA.
Death to the facist insects
who prey upon the lives of
innocen t people. CIN-Q UE
2-13-1
MU~IC

LESSONS: flute,
piccolo
&
saxopho ne.
Professional studio musician
with recordin g experience.
Will accept beginner or
advance d. (Can teach theory).
228-134 5 2-13-5
AUTO REPAIR : A-1 VW
service. 5950 N Dixie. Engine
re,bu ilding-$ 200, valve
grinding -$110.95 , brake or
muffler -$39.95 , tune-up
$20.95. 10% discount to
anyone having a WSU ID
878-570 2. 2-3-8

from San Diego, who seized the
package and placed it behind a
bomb-pr oof barricade.
While Army officials and local .
police authori ties were
contemp lating their next move,
Dullman arrived to reclaim his
package.
The chagrined authorit ies
watched as Dullman opened the
package and produce d three
slightly wet bathing suits, a '
towel and a golf ball.
The market was soon reopened
and Dullman was not arrested .

NEEDED: 3 violinists to play
for 1 hour, gypsy type music
for a dinner during June. If
intereste d call 848-482 0.
1-30-6
PHOT OGRA PHE R:
SPECIA LITIES -weddin gs.
For more informat ion, call
256-159 3. Steve Kenney.
teoq
GUITAR LESSONS
Mike 278-3004. 2-6-6

Call

OPEN PARTY -Band &
beer-$2 .00 donation or
BYOB. Friday, Feb 14, Place:
Amity Green Party House in
Fairborn. Time: 8:00-? For
more info contact Russell
"Jenks" Jenkens or Chris
Argires. 2-6-4
OPEN PARTY moved to
Lion's Den in Fairborn ,
Band: Flight. BYOB or $2.00
donation . Date February
TYPING DONE for faculty
and students . ·you write it.
I'll type it. Papers, theses, etc.,
Qualified. Call Na.ncy Roach·
277-2319. teoq
THE
SHED ,
every
Wednesday, 5 cent hotdogs
roasted over the fireplace.
2-13-8

wANT TO join or form
WILL DO typing on electric
coopera tively-r un weekly
typewri ter. Very quick,
play group for one, two or
accurate and reasonable.
three year olds in Beavercreek
Contact Joy Bolender at
~aregase~oose&~~6---~ar~ea~·~C~a~ll~4~2~6~-~8~W~6~·~2~~~t~f~n____s_3_7--5~2_
9_7_~_y_t_~_a_2_~_-_6_ _ _
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Wright rips Cumberland
by Gordon Brown
Wr ight State University's
basketball team won their 12th
game of the season against 8
losses Tuesday as they trounced
the Indians of Cumberland
College 88-7 3 in the Physical
Education building.

The victory · broke the
"Cumberland jinx," as the
Indians had beaten the Raiders
in three straight and in four out
of six confrontations. . Rick
Martin led all scorers with 26
points, followed by Bob Grote
with 22 and Lyle Falknor with
20, as the big three again scored
mrn"t of the points.
In the Junior Varsity contest
before the varsity game . Jim
Hosea scored 36 points to lead
Wright State to its seventh
victory against one defeat as the
Ra id ers
nipped
Herbert's
Furniture AAU ballclub 86-85.
Rick Zink has been hot as the
team has won four close
victories in a row and Tuesday

jump shot at the side of the
basket with 14:40 remaining in
the first half.
Ross went with a four corner
offense designed to open up the
middle. "Their zone gave us
problems the whole game,"
noted Ross, who went to the
four corner offense "to open up
the zone and it paid off."

was no exception as he added 18
points. Neil Reif had ·a whopping
18 rebounds for the jayvee
squad.

Falknor and Martin bore the
shooting load in Grote's absence.
Falknor scored some clutch
inside baskets off the four
corner offense because he said
he was able "to hook around the
man ... and get some open
shots. I feel my shooting is back
(to normal). Martin felt "it was
great to win it." He noted the
Raiders played "a controlled
(fast) break. For a while we were
just running up and down the
court throwing the ball away.
Finally I just said, "Look, let's
run our patterns, we know we
can do that and we'll get our
points and then let's put some
"D" on them." The Raiders then
put the D-fense on the Indians,
limiting them to six points in the
final two minutes.

In the Varsity game the action
began very slowly. It was 2:13
into the game before Falknor
made a fifteen foot jump shot.
WSU then raced off to an 11-0
lead before Cumberland made a

The
Raiders
travel
to
Lo uisville fot an 8 pm contest
against
the
Knights of
Bellarmine College. The Knights
are led by six foot five inch John
Eppensteiner and six foot four

- -------- Sports

Basketball Pool·

inch Jim Hall. A victory at
Bellarmine would assure the
Raiders of at least a winning
season, with thirteen wins.
The remainder of the period
was the seesaw variety as the
Raiders would own large leads as
high as fifteen and then the
Indians would cut the deficit to
around five to seven points.
Cumberland's Henderson kept
them in the ballgame with
sixteen first half points as the
Raiders led at the half 42 to 35.
In the first half, neither squad
shot well as Wright State was
.405
from the field and
Cumberland was only .375. The
Raiders blitzed the Indians at
the freethrow line shooting .889
to
.625. Henderson paced
Cumberland with 16 the first
half, while Bob Grote scored 14.

by Dave Stickel
Congratulations to Randy Zechar (for a second time) for
becoming our winner in the fifth Guardian Basketball pool.
Stop by the office and pick up your coupon for the free
pizza at the University Center staff headquarters (Room
046).
This week's challenges are all Saturday contests and you
best know your basketball. The games will definitely be
hum dingers so start using your ding-a-ling.
Our Guardian panel of expertise is Tom Snyder (TS),
managing editor Frank Salsburg (FS), associate editor Gary
Floyd (F), and yours truly Dave Stickel (DS). Salsburg hit
on 70% correct last week in a rare moment of success.

Oregon
Kentucky(FS)(F)
South Carolina(FS)(F)
Southern Illinois(F)
Clevel~nd State(DS)(TS)(F)
Jacksonville
Maryland(FS)
Wright State(DS)(TS)(F)
Creighton(DS)(FS)(T S)(F)
LaSalle
Tie-breaker
Miami(FS)(F)

Wright State Coach John Ross
indicated that Grote played with
a bruised thigh muscle in the
Cleveland State game after
hurting it in the Urbana contest
on February 5th. He may have
aggravated the injury with his
aggressive play and had to sit out
much of the second half. Ross
went with a 2-1 -2 zo ne defense
with 6'1" Sam Kilborn and 6'9"
Dan Swain underneath . "The
theory is that the opposing team
won't make half of their
perimeter shots and we will get
the rebounds with the big guys,"
said Ross.

Fashion Designers
Boutique
Blouses,
Turquoise and
other Jewelry,
Ceramics and Gifts
142 N BROAD ST
FAIRBORN
878-9200

r

People who reserve gymnasium
courts, particularly handball and
racquetball courts, will be
penalized if they fail to cancel a
reservation.
Pat Moran, manager of PE
building
operations
and
equipments,
said
that
reservations are
becoming
difficult to obtain and that by
9:30 am, the courts are usually
booked solidly for the following
day.
However, he continued, very
few people bother to cancel
their reservations and as a result,
the courts are only half filled.

WSU owns a $189,287 debt.
The Raiders main cost increase
comes
from
the
more
com pre hens ive
w·o men 's
program in recent years and the
intramural program . It must also
be remembered that the men's
basketball program is t he o nly
money generating sport at the
university:
With the poor basketball
attendance this season
in
addition to the free admission of
full-time students, it is easy to
comprehend why the hoop game
brings little revenue to the WSU
athletic program.
When a survey as such hits the
public in the eye it isn't hard to
realize why many individuals
show
animo si ty
toward
institutes of high.er learning
when a great hunk of their
paychecks b enefit
those
individuals who can ru n fast, o r
are just blessed t o be tall
skyscrapers.

'

Until now, Moran said, there
was not penalty for "no shows"
and as a result, most people
would n't call in to cancel their
reservations so the courts could
be reassigned.
Therefore, beginning February
10, failure to pick up or cancel a
reservation slip will result in a
"no show." Three "no shows" in
one month will result in having
reservation privileges suspended
for one month.
The action was taken to enable
people who wanted and who
would ~se the courts to get
reservations.

·To . The Valentines of

~igma

Tau Epsilon

GERRI DYKSTRA CUPPI AYDELOTT
KAREN BUTLER
FRAN FOSTER
ALICE BEHKEN
SHERRY NASH .
DEBBIE STALEY
MELISSA NORTH
CHRIS ARNETT

We Welcome Our New little Sisters

Happy Valentine's Day

GUARDIAN
NEEDS

UNTIMEL Y PREGNAN C-Y?
.

at Central Michigan(DS)(TS) Score_

No show, no court

comment-~--------

entries expected to come from
Ohio, Indiana or Kentucky.
The athletic council will
appoint a subcommittee that
will co nduct the interviews of
applicants. The final candidate
will have to pass the approval of
the full cou ncil, Mohr, and WSU
vice president Edward Pollock.
S ta te a uditor
Thomas
Fer gu som released
some
horrendous athletic financi"al
figures last Friday on the 12
Ohio state schools. Among the
breakdown of tax funds used to
support intercollegiate athletics,
one will find that only Ohio
State University was in the black
with $518,322 mainly due to
the fo otball program.
The rest of the story is very
glum on how our taxes are
working for us. Among the 11
other state colleges is a total
deficit of $5.8 million. A total
of two schools Cleveland State
and Wright State are without the
expensive foo tball programs.

Southern Calif(TS)(FS)(DS)(F )
Tennessee(DS)(TS)
Dayton(DS)(FS)(TS)
Centenary(DS)(FS)(T S)
Youngstown(FS)
Stetson(DS)(TS)(FS) (F)
North Carolina(DS)(FS)(F)
Bellarmine( FS)
Oklahoma City
Norte Dame(DS)(FS)(TS)( F)

Don't forget the score of the tie-breaker and drop all
entries into the Guardian bullseye box across from Wright
Station or the main office in the University Center (046)
before 5 pm Friday.

Mohr indicates no salary limitations
in selection of basketball coach
by Dave Stickel
WS U athletic director Don
Mohr has indicated that' there
will be no salary limitations in
his efforts to find the best
individual for John Ross'
replacement as head basketball
coach of the men's varsity team.
The new WSU head coach will
have the luxury of devoting his
full energy to just the basketball
program. In the past tenure of
Ross, the job of supervisor of
student teachers was attached to
the program. There will also be
two full-ti~e assistant coaches
on the staff. Assistant Jim
Brown, has spent approximately
25 per cent of his time working
for t he school's admissions
office. Brown has already
thrown in his hat for the open
full tim e spot as head coach.
"We are looking for someone
With coaching and recruiting
experi ence,"
said
Mohr.
Applications will be accepted
through March 10 with most
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We have a safe alternative.
Abortions performed up to 20 weeks by Licensed and
highly qualified obstetricians. No appointment needed for

WORK-STUD Y OR REGULAR

FREE FREGNANCY TESTING
CALL ABORTION CLINIC or
National Health Care Services
Toll Free No. 1-800-362-1452
In Cleveland 795-1900
._________________
10605 Chester Ave ______________________..;..-.;.-.;
Cleve Oh.....&•
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ROT C : Tlie selling of the stud ent
by Neil Klotz
( CPS)-The young,
neatly
groomed man grits his teeth,
chin in
hand and stares
anxiously as a single drop of
sweat dribbles down his cheek.
The headline above him blares:
"Don't Let the Price of a College
Education Stop You. The price
of a college education is
skyrocketi ng. Fortunatel y the
Air Force has done something to
catch up with it ... "
Across the country, the Army,
Navy and Air Force have bought
ad space in hundreds of college
newspaper s to sell young
Americans on the Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC):
the
best ' deal
in
a
recess ion-ri ddled,
scholarship -skimpy, high tuition
town.
The Selling of the Student
Some of the points the
Pentagon has been hitting are:
-Four
year
ROTC
scholarship s cover full tuition,
fees, books and a tax-free
monthly allowance of $100;
-For
the first
time full
two-year
scholarshi ps are
available, so freshmen and
sophomore s may "try out"
ROTC for one or two years
without obligation and still get
in on the scholarship program;
-Even if one doesn't win a
scholarship , once he decides for
ROTC he receives the monthly
$100 allowance;
-Veterans who want to join
may waive the first two years of

course study and count prior
service time towards their future
pay
scale and retirement
benefits.
What the ROTC ads usually
don't mention is that acceptance
of a full scholarship also requires
a recruit to stay in longer than
regular volunteers, and in active
duty. For instance, a full Army
ROTC scholarship obligates a
recruit for four years instead of
the usual two years and for
active duty instead of a choice
of active duty or the reserves if
there
are
too
many
commissio ned officers.
Says
another
ROTC .
promotio nal,
which
many
college papers have run as news
copy: "Will you be able to find a
job after you get a degree? Will
your profession be in demand in
two or three years? If you are
uncerta in
of
these
circumstan ces, prepare now for
an extra vocation ... "
You Can Major in Sand Castles
"It's so nice knowin11 what
you're going to do when you get
out," said Laurie Oldham, a
junior Army ROTC student at
Indiana
Universi ty
at
Bloomingt on. "People wonder,
'What'll I do with my major?'
Heck, you can major in sand
castles and get in the Army."
Apparently the economic
pitch has had more effect on
Laurie Oldham and other
women than on men.
If it weren't for increased
women's enrollment , ROTC

enrollment nationwide would
have remained at its lowest level
in ten years. As it was,
enrollmen t increased from
63,366 to 67 ,999-still almost
200,000 below 1966's figures.
Women accounted for 80% of
the
increase,
as female
enrollmen t rose to 8,882
nationwide -still almost seven
times what it was two years ago,
when the Army and Navy
decided to admit women cadets.
The Air Force opened its ROTC
to women in 1969.
In response, several women's
groups have attacked military
advertising that has sought to
recruit the "liberated woman."
"As more and more men are
refusing to be soldiers," said Sue
Ki nchy
of
the
Central
Committee for Conscientio us
Objectors, "women must share
the
responsib ility-not for
making war- but for preventing
war
by
resisting
the
militarizati on of womanhoo d."
Into the Academic Trenches
While the atmosphere of moral
fervor that punctuated ROTC
protests in the late 60's seems to
have faded, controversy over the
programs on college campuses
has not.
Now, however, the battle has
largely switched from moral
arguments to ones concerning
academic standards and credit.
At Dartmouth College, the
board of trustees have ordered
another study of the so-called
"Princeto n
program"
of
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ROTC-an on-campus unit but
without academic credit. A
student-fac ulty committee at
Dartmouth originally formed to
study ROTC had previously told
the regents that no formal
program -includi ng
the
Princeto n
program -was
acceptable .
Instead of trying to exclude
ROTC
from the academic
framework '· several professors at
the University of Wisconsin,
Madison (UW) have tried to
roast the program by giving it
even more academic stature.
If the program were made
responsible to a Departmen t of
Military Science, the professors
have argued , its courses and
instructors would have to live up
to university standards.
Cheaper by the Dozens
But credit or no credit-;ROT C
faces an uphill climb fraught
with snipers to reestablish is

-

'
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fiscal viability.
. At more than 80 colleges
ROTC courses still draw fewer
than 15 students, which mea ns
the governmen t cost per student
at those schools has soared to
$22,000.
While that's still cheaper than
the $70,000 it costs taxpayers to
send each student to West Point
the Defense Departmen t last
year issued new regulat ions
which would require third year
ROTC enrollment s at a given
school to number at least 17. If
that figure isn't reached a
school would be given at l~ast
two years to do better, then be
dropped from the program.
Presently half the Army ROTC
units, one-sixth of the Air Force
units and one-tenth of the Navy
units · in the nation have
enrollment s below the stated
level.
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